Our experience is unsurpassed with 50+ years of specializing in patent drawings, trademark illustrations, trial graphics and litigation support.

Our small size and diverse staff has allowed us to build strong personable relationships with a wide variety of clients.

Your trust is very important to us, which is why we enforce a strict privacy policy when working with litigation and patent materials.

Our talented staff, combined with our attention to detail and ability to meet tight deadlines is what has made us successful for the past 50 years.

"The service Northern Virginia Graphics, Inc. provides is my reputation. If you are pleased with the service, tell others; if not, tell me."

- Peter Kosztolnik
President & Owner
Patent Drawings
We assist in making the process of creating and defending your patents easier with our high quality illustrations.
Nothing is too technical for us to visualize.
• Utility Patent    • Flow Charts
• Design Patent     • Graphics

Trademark Illustrations
• Trademark     • Trade Dress

Litigation Support

**Trial Graphics** - NVG-Inc aids attorneys and law firms in becoming more effective in trials by producing:
• Demonstrative Posters   • Visual Aids

**TrialDirector** - NVG-Inc and inData® have partnered together to provide you with a complete litigation support package. We combine cutting edge TrialDirector experts with top-notch graphic design support specialists so your legal team can focus on the case at hand.

Courtroom Animation
NVG-Inc brings your ideas to life with animation and 3D renderings. When words and pictures aren’t enough, we bring the highest caliber of multimedia graphic design to your projects.
• 3D Modeling    • PowerPoint
• Animation   • Flash

On-site Design Services
If you need on-site assistance, NVG-Inc places our talented graphic designers on location to work closely with your team.

Contact us today to discuss your next project. **Call 703-539-8883 or email nvginc@nvg-inc.com.**

Testimonials

“NVG is excellent for preparing patent drawings, especially when irregular or special formats are requested. Their delivery is always accurate, on-time and priced reasonably.” - Patrick D.

“I’ve worked with Peter (NVG-Inc) for patent work for more than a decade. His work is meticulous, timely, and accurate. Plus he is a pleasure to work with, even under tight deadlines of the client’s making.” - Laural B.

“I’ve worked with NVG for 5+ years for many graphics & design drawing projects. Peter & his team consistently provide great service & high quality work product. They are very pleasant to work with, especially under urgent requests.” - Tim M.